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Abstract: The current paper describes the effect of insulation thickness in a vacuum resistance furnace.
An existing furnace was optimized for insulation thickness using analytical and numerical studies.
Furnace heating efficiency was improved up to 64% by controlling the heat flow at the insulation face.
The numerical results were validated experimentally and vice versa. The numerical results predicted
a decrease in heat flow of 70%, while the experimentally achieved value was 64%. The percentage
difference in numerical and experimental results was calculated to be 1.5–5% maximum in temperature
value. The effect of mesh finesse was evaluated for thermal analysis and it was concluded that a
very little difference of 5 ◦C occurs when element size is reduced 5 times. The study using numerical
methods will help in designing better and upgraded furnaces with greater energy savings. Also, the
application of numerical methods is proposed as an effective design and performance prediction tool
during manufacturing and operational activities of vacuum furnaces, respectively.

Keywords: numerical modeling; thermal insulation; vacuum resistance furnace; hot zone;
energy conservation

1. Introduction

Investigation of thermal insulation behavior is a vital area of research in vacuum furnaces.
Experimentation studies can be performed for the understanding of this analysis; however, the capital
cost, use of precise instrumentation, and time consumed during such experimental work are high.
On the other hand, numerical methods can be used to competent extent for evaluation and better
understanding of thermal analysis in vacuum furnaces. Computational techniques have very limitedly
been used for vacuum furnaces. Steady state and transient thermal analysis are two effective numerical
techniques which have been used by numerous scholars to investigate and enhance the performance
of furnaces which work in open atmosphere.

Electrically powered vacuum furnaces are commonly employed in various divisions of science
and industry [1] for heat treatment [2], including automotive, structural, and aerospace. These furnaces
have varying sizes and capacities and operate for extended periods of time, depending on the process
requirement. When such a furnace is held at some specific temperature, it is always desired that
minimum heat escapes the working chamber, otherwise fuel consumption will increase to compensate
for the heat loss. Hence, it is an area of interest to all engineers to find methods that can reduce the
energy usage, or alternatively optimize the furnace for efficient usage of energy [3].

Optimum consumption of energy resources and enhancing energy efficiency in industrial setup
would lessen the energy fears in the world [4]. Three components are of primary nature in furnaces,
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including a heating element, a mechanism like thermal shielding to prevent heat losses, and an interface
for sample mounting [5].

Haohua et al. [2] studied that a perfect design with optimal performance of heat treatment furnace
requires a small range temperature difference in all points within the work zone. Hence, to increase the
overall production efficiency and capacity of a vacuum furnace, the working zone must be optimized
with respect to temperature uniformity. They performed optimization of the working zone of a vacuum
furnace using ANSYS. Radiation modeling was used, and the furnace chamber size was optimized,
along with temperature distribution. The efficiency was improved on the basis of chamber size
modification and not the insulation material.

Rezazadeh et al. [6] used a hybrid insulation system in a vacuum furnace, consisting of a refractory
material and a metallic shield at the outer part. The authors proposed a study for optimization in high
vacuum furnaces by changing dimensional configuration of refractory lining. The same radiation and
conductance model has been used for numerical analysis. The authors predicted that 25% reduction
in heat transfer can be achieved using the novel insulation system. The authors controlled the heat
loss with a choice of material and not configuration, but proposed the same for future study in a high
temperature furnace, like the one being used in current study. Heat transfer in heat treatment furnaces
was analyzed numerically and experimentally. Mohite et al. [7] studied that the type of refractory and
its geometric configuration in furnaces must be optimized to increase effectiveness due to reduced
heat loss. The authors performed numerical analysis to show that proper selection of refractory
material and its thickness can reduce the heat loss by up to 64%. The results of the authors for open
furnaces, like induction and vacuum, is missing in the numerical study. Hadała et al. [8] performed
experiments and theoretical calculations to evaluate boundary conditions at the furnace wall and heat
loss from furnace insulation. The results showed that heat loss is a function of furnace insulation. An
insulation, consisting of two mineral fiber slabs, gave the best results. To model boundary conditions,
convection and radiation modes of heat transfer were employed at the outer and inner furnace wall.
The furnace used for experimentation was an annealing furnace for forging industry. Kantor [9]
studied the heat transfer in vacuum through a heat shield by the coupled conduction–radiation method.
Radiation heat transfer was modeled using the surface-to-surface model. The use of multilayer
insulation systems was also studied to enhance efficiency of a cooling water jacket of a vacuum vessel
of reactor. Paramonov [10] carried out a technical and economic optimization study for the multilayer
furnace lining. The lining layers consisted of different materials with varying thicknesses. Various
multilayer combinations of lining were investigated and optimized for given applications. The study
was performed on a simple heating furnace. Khodabandeh et al. [11] performed an investigation of an
electric arc furnace numerically, and on the basis of radiative heat transfer, an estimation was made
about temperature distribution. The numerical results were found to be in good correlation with the
experiment. The Ansys Fluent software is a helpful tool for computing heat flows in systems containing
graphite thermal insulation. The authors observed that the use of a composite thermal insulation
(graphite pate + graphite felt) reduces the heating time by 5–8% and saves about 15% electric power.
The furnace used in their work was a chamber furnace, and a combination of insulating material was
used to enhance the efficiency of the furnace. Hooks et al. [12] studied that in vacuum, insulation in the
form of multilayers is a very promising choice. The heat transfer modes are conduction, convection, and
radiation, and in the presence of vacuum, radiative heat transfer dominates the other two mechanisms
of heat transfer. Li et al. [13] studied and concluded that insulator and heater are among the most vital
components of a vacuum furnace, and operating and manufacturing costs, along with energy efficiency,
are directly affected by their selection. Scharler and Obernberger [14] proposed that for optimization
and design of biomass-based furnaces, simulations can be employed as an effective tool. This numerical
tool can be used as a counterpart, or even a replacement, tool to experimental investigations. The best
method to minimize heat loss of a thermal system is the use of proper thermal insulation, and therefore,
a number of scholars have interestingly studied the problems involving thermal insulations, including
building enclosure structures [15,16] and pipeline systems [17]. Several companies have manufactured
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different graphite insulation configurations that help to save electricity and assure uniform temperature
distribution in the heating chamber. A novel system of insulation can be developed using different
combinations of materials, which results in a more beneficial system as compared to traditional ones.
If the heat loss from a hot chamber of an equipment is at low level during operational activities, its
graphite insulation system is regarded as well-designed [18]. Although the cost of designing is only 5%
of the total furnace cost, 90% of the service life is dependent on the designing stage. Thus, to improve
the designing of vacuum furnaces, importance must be attributed to support analysis techniques by
the manufacturers at the design stage regarding heat transfer methods in furnaces [19].

The above-mentioned research shows that many valuable contributions have been made in the
studies of efficiency improvement of furnaces, the thermal behavior of refractory materials, and
the phenomenon of heat transfer. In most of the cases, furnaces working in open atmosphere with
conduction and convective heat modes have been studied. The current paper is an attempt to extend
the thermal analysis for the study of vacuum furnaces operating at high temperatures, and also
involving radiative heat mode. These furnaces have complex heat transfer phenomena. The validation
of numerical tools using experimentation was also performed. The results obtained propose an
enhanced use of numerical methods at the design and manufacturing stage and during process life.
It will consequently replace the hit and trial analytical design methods and enhance process safety,
respectively. The newly adopted numerical methods will also save plenty of capital cost in future
furnaces. In the current study, the furnace heat loss was reduced by increasing the insulation thickness.
The paper experimentally validates the numerical study, hence predicting future use of numerical tools
for process study in a very short span of time. Heat loss through insulation was also reduced from
21 to 7 kW by increasing the thickness of insulation to an optimal value. Consequently, reduction in
energy consumption with increased efficiency was achieved.

2. Existing Furnace Description

2.1. Geometry and Experimental Setup

Experimentation for evaluation of temperature distribution was performed on a vacuum resistance
furnace capable of reaching a temperature of 1500 ◦C and a vacuum of 10−4 Pa. The hot zone of
the furnace was made of Molybdenum and the insulation system was made of graphite blanket.
The support structure of the furnace was made of stainless steel with the outer vessel also made of
stainless steel. The capacity of hot zone of furnace was 0.3867 m3 (the dimensions of the existing
furnace are reported in Table 1). The furnace underwent about 5000 operational hours of a heating and
cooling cycle. Figure 1 is a three-dimensional view of the geometric configuration of the furnace.
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The temperature sensors were Type B Pt-30% Re with a measurement range of 0–1700 ◦C. This type
of thermocouple is recommended for use in the vacuum environment and where the environment is not
oxidizing. The sensors were installed at three different locations of the hot zone. These measured the
temperature inside the hot zone (middle) and outside the insulation package at two points throughout
the depth of the chamber. The experimental tests were performed by heating the furnace up to 1000 ◦C
and holding for 3 h at the same temperature to attain the steady state temperature.

2.1.1. Analytical Analysis

To perform analytical study and heat transfer calculations for the existing furnace, temperature
distribution was required to be evaluated at the inner and outer sides of the cylindrical composite
wall system. The temperature distribution was measured with the help of temperature sensors and
geometrical details were used as available in design drawings of the furnace. Material properties were
also chosen from the available literature. The temperatures measured by experimentation are given
below as:

• Inside working zone: 1000 ◦C (T1)
• Outside insulation package: 718 ◦C (T2)

2.1.2. Heat Loss Calculations

All of the multiple-walled systems operate on the phenomenon of thermal contact resistance.
When two different conducting surfaces are placed in contact, a thermal contact resistance to flow of
heat is always present at the interface. Because of this resistance, a sharp decrease in temperature
is always observed at the interface in the direction of heat flows. Figure 2 shows the multiwalled
cylindrical configuration. Such systems resemble furnace configurations where the furnace hot zone is
made up of multiple layers of heat shields and insulations. Figure 3 shows the heat flow pattern through
a cylinder with analogous thermal resistance. This thermal resistance adds up to give cumulative
resistance for systems as shown in Figure 3.
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It is assumed that the contact at the interface is perfect, owing to the smoothness of the surfaces.
Also, since the Kapitza resistance depends on the interface temperature difference, which is minimal in
the evaluated case. Therefore, this temperature difference would not contribute towards the Kapitza
resistance. At steady state, the heat flow Q at any radial location r will be the same. The governing
heat flow equation is:

Q = 2πLK
T1 − T2

ln(r2/r1)
(1)

This equation can be rearranged as:

Q =
T1 − T2

ln(r2/r1)

2πLK

(2)

Rt =
ln(r2/r1)

2πLK
(3)

Q =
T1 − T2

Rt
(4)

where:

• K is thermal conductivity, W/(m. K)
• Q is heat flow (in the present study, it is the heat flow from inside the working zone towards the

outer shell), Watts
• T1 is temperature at r1

• T2 is temperature at r2

• L is the length of the cylinder
• Rt is the total thermal contact resistance of the insulation system

In the real furnace design, the front and back door are protected by metallic heat shields and
thicker insulation, causing minimal heat loss. The evaluated furnace has three metallic heat shields
with vacuum/gap between them. Therefore, it is assumed that the heat loss through the base and door
of the furnace will be minimal. In the modeling, radiation boundary conditions on the furnace base
and door will best suit this configuration. Also, in case of steady state heat transfer through cylindrical
objects like a furnace shell/pipe, heat transfer is in the normal direction to the wall surface and no
significant heat transfer occurs in other directions. Table 1 presents the details of thermal resistance
calculations for the existing furnace containing 15 mm insulation package.
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Table 1. Thermal resistance calculation details for the existing furnace.

Insulation: 15 mm Thickness

Material K (W/(m.K)) L (mm) r1 (mm) Thickness (mm) r2 (mm) Rindividual K/W

Molybdenum 130 1240 315 0.5 315.5 1.57 × 10−6

Graphite felt 0.45–0.55 ** 1240 315.5 15 330.5 1.32 × 10−2

Stainless steel 13.8 1240 330.5 2 332.5 5.61 × 10−5

** The experimental value of thermal conductivity of the used felt as predicted from temperate value by conducting
a series of experiments at different temperature regimes and time spans.

From the table above, the total resistance of all constructional systems is calculated by adding the
individual resistance, and it is found that Rtotal,15mm = 1.33 × 10−2. From the table it can be seen that
the value of resistance for insulation alone is 1.32 × 10−2, which is 99% of the total resistance value.
Hence the major factor controlling the heat flow is the insulation material. The values of the measured
temperature T1 = 1000 ◦C and T2 = 718 ◦C, together with R_total, are inserted into Equation (4) to
estimate the heat flow and the experimental heat flux. The latter is estimated by dividing the total heat
flow Q by the internal surface area of the furnace (whose radius is 315 mm).

Q (W) = 21,193 (5)

Q”(W/m2) = 8650 (6)

2.1.3. Modeling Analysis

Modeling of the heat transfer problem for the existing furnace geometry was performed in
ANSYS 15.0, which can be used as a powerful tool to simulate the heat transfer problems. Specific
boundary conditions were as shown in Figure 4, and material properties were applied to the structural
components of the furnace. Some assumptions were applied to simplify the computational study,
e.g., the heat flow at the base and door, which is the z-axis, were neglected since the insulation and
heat shields were much thicker in this region, and hence, the heat loss was minimal. The modeling
of heat transfer was performed for steady state heat flow only. The transient heat flow analysis was
not performed, since such analysis is important when there are wide changes in temperature over
a very small period of time. In the current study, the furnace temperature did not change over a
long period of time, hence steady state heat analysis was performed. The material data were added
to ANSYS and then linked to the model. We performed meshing using coarse, medium, and fine
configuration of element size, and it was found that medium and fine meshing gives approximately
accurate results. Hence, we chose the medium mesh density of 0.1 m to reduce the computational
time and cost. The ambient temperature was chosen as 22 ◦C in the initial analysis setting, and other
boundary conditions used are shown in Figure 4. The internal temperature of the furnace was selected
as per actual process temperature, i.e., 1000 ◦C. The convection factor was assumed to be minimal
inside the furnace due to the vacuum present, and radiation was modeled using the surface-to-surface
method. This method is specifically used when there is no participating medium present in a thermal
system. The emissivity values used are tabulated in Table 2. The outer steel shell was kept at 22 ◦C and
radiation boundary condition was applied at its internal surface.
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Table 2. Material data for numerical simulation [20–22].

Property
Material Description

Molybdenum Graphite Felt Stainless Steel

Thermal Conductivity (W/(m.K)) 110–130 0.45–0.55 13.8
Emissivity 0.82 0.96–0.99 0.66

Density (g/cm3) 10.28 1.8 8

Regarding the mesh sensitivity study, the ANSYS steady state thermal solver describes that, unless
we want to couple the heat transfer with structural analysis, no consideration for mesh size exists for
steady state heat transfer. The mesh sensitivity was performed, and results have been incorporated in
Appendix A (Supplementary Materials).

Material data were used from the literature and built in the data bank of ANSYS. The major
properties of interest for thermal heat transfer are density, thermal conductivity, and emissivity values.
These properties are listed in Table 2. The table includes details of the materials that were used in the
construction of the furnace.

The numerical modeling of the existing furnace was performed using the modeling methodology
as explained in Section 2.1.3. The temperature and heat flux values obtained are presented in
Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 5 shows the analysis results of 15 mm insulation thickness. The temperature achieved for
steady state conditions is 728 ◦C, which is the maximum temperature obtained on the outer surface.
This value of temperature was obtained against the thermal conductivity of 0.50 W/m K, although the
thermal conductivity of graphite felt is reported as 0.20–0.27 W/(m.K) in the literature. The altered
value of thermal conductivity may be attributed to the deterioration of the material’s physical structure
due to repeated heating and cooling cycles. The changed value of thermal conductivity is found in the
range of 0.45–0.55 W/(m.K), with respect to temperature values obtained in a series of experiments.

Figure 6 shows the heat flux distribution achieved numerically for the existing furnace. The value
obtained in the working zone region is 9120 W/m2. The temperature distribution has only been shown
for the outer insulation face because the internal heat shield does not contribute towards heat loss
control because of higher thermal conductivity values. The thermal resistance of the inner molybdenum
sheet is very low, as calculated in Table 1, hence overall heat flow is not controlled by these shields.
The temperature difference between the inner work zone and outer face of molybdenum sheet is about
0.5–1 ◦C. The regions of green and red in Figures 5 and 6 correspond to the front door and back door of
the furnace, respectively. The temperature and heat flux values vary in these regions. The combined
radiation conditions, corresponding to different emissivity of materials, are acting on these faces, hence
a difference of temperature and heat flux value is observed as compared to the central region. We may
assume here that far from the furnace base and door, the temperature and the heat flux are almost
independent on the position along the vertical coordinate z. The thermocouples have been placed far
from the furnace base and door and this justifies the fact that the z coordinate has been ignored in
Equations (1)–(4).

3. Modified Furnace Description

After the verification of the experimental results of the existing furnace (15 mm insulation
configuration) numerically, this furnace was configured with a fresh felt of 40 mm thickness to obtain
the modified furnace. The selection of insulation thickness for the modified furnace was based on the
numerical modeling carried out for a range of thickness values. The thermal conductivity value of
the fresh felt was considered to be 0.27 W/(m.K), being the new felt and very first heating cycle of
the furnace. The numerical study was performed on the modified furnace with identical boundary
conditions as used in the analysis of the existing furnace.
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3.1. Numerical Study

Numerical analysis for the modified furnace was carried out to assess the behavior of the
newly installed insulation. Different thickness combinations were evaluated to find the critical value.
The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 3 and shown graphically in Figures 7 and 8.
Table 3 shows the temperature distribution and corresponding heat flux up to 80 mm insulation
thickness. Figure 7 graphically shows that temperature decrease with increasing thickness of insulation.
A considerable decrease in temperature value is observed up to 50 mm thickness. Beyond this point,
very little decrease occurs for each extra 10 mm layer of graphite blanket. Table 3 and Figures 7
and 8 also represent the study of the furnace without any insulation and with 15 mm new insulation.
The results show that there exists a difference in the temperature and heat flux values as compared to
the existing furnace results. This difference is attributed to the physical condition of the used and new
insulation, as explained earlier in Section 2.1.3.

Table 3. Temperature distribution for various thicknesses of new insulation obtained from
numerical simulations.

Sr. No Insulation Thickness (mm) Temperature ◦C ∆T, ◦C Q”, W/m2

1 0 993 7 22,440
2 10 657 342 7272
3 15 613 387 5710
4 20 569 431 4541
5 30 521 479 3313
6 40 492 508 2710
7 50 474 525 378
8 60 460 540 1792
9 70 453 546 1480
10 80 450 549 1301
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The graph in Figure 8 illustrates the concept of critical insulation thickness. The heat flux decreases
up to 50 mm thickness of insulation. After increasing thickness beyond this point, the heat flux
increases again, which may be attributed to the dominance of the radiation phenomenon. It may also
be noted that beyond 50 mm insulation thickness, there is much less decrease in temperature, and
hence, adding more insulation material will only increase the cost but not efficiency of the furnace.
On the basis of the numerical results, the thickness was increased from 15 to 40 mm maximum, due to
geometrical constraints of furnace shell. Fresh graphite blanket was applied to the modified furnace as
insulation material.

3.2. Experimental Study

Using the analytical approach of Section 2.1.2, heat transfer calculations were performed for the
modified furnace. The values of Q and Q” obtained were 7633 W and 3115 W/m2, respectively.

The experimentally obtained values of temperature for the modified furnace were:

• Inside hot zone: 1000 ◦C
• Outside insulation: 468 ◦C

4. Validation of Experimental Results

For validation of the experimental results and to evaluate the behavior of the newly installed
insulation package, analysis was carried out. The results are presented in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9 shows the temperature values in the region where the thermocouples were installed.
The values of temperature and heat flux obtained in the thermocouple region are 492 ◦C and 2710
W/m2, respectively. The variation in temperature and heat flux profile along the spatial profile is
attributed to the various boundary conditions at the different faces.

Verification of Experimental and Numerical Data

Based on analytical calculations and numerical results, Table 4 shows a comparison between
experimental data and numerical data. The temperature and heat flux values for the existing furnace
with 15 mm insulation package were compared with the modified one, i.e., furnace with 40 mm
insulation package.

Table 4. Comparison table for numerical and experimental results.

Furnace Configuration
Temperature ◦C Q” W/m2

Experimental Numerical Experimental Numerical

Existing Furnace 718 728 8650 9120
Modified Furnace 468 492 3115 2710
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The comparison shows that the % error in experimental and numerical results is 1.5–5.0% maximum
in temperature value. By using a 40 mm insulation package, the heat flux measured experimentally
was reduced to 64%. This trend is in good agreement with the numerical prediction, where the heat
flux reduction was estimated as 70%. From the results of Table 4, it is well predicted that numerical
results have been validated by experimental data and vice versa. It may be established that that
numerical simulation modeling of vacuum furnaces is a promising tool for predicting thermal behavior
of the insulation and heat shield systems. The numerical analysis of vacuum furnaces has not been
reported extensively in the literature. However, from the above-mentioned study and the results, these
methods can be employed effectively at the design and manufacturing stage of furnaces to develop
new furnaces and upgrade existing furnaces.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the vacuum resistance furnace was optimized for heat loss using experimental
and numerical data. The experimentation was performed to evaluate the boundary conditions and
validate the numerical results. The temperature distribution in the furnace was determined by applying
thermocouples at various locations. The numerical analysis helped to predict the behavior of the
existing furnace for heat loss and proposed a solution for increasing efficiency of the furnace. On the
basis of the ANSYS results, insulation thickness was increased to maximum available space inside
the structural shell of the furnace. The numerical results predicted that 70% optimization can be
achieved with the new insulation thickness. After increasing the thickness, experimental validation of
the numerical results was performed, and it was found that 64% optimization was achieved, and the
power consumption was reduced from 21 to 7 kW. If the furnace operates for 12 h in a day, it consumes
around 252 extra kWh to compensate for the heat losses. The corresponding annual capital operational
cost, which includes the cost of insulation also, is about USD 19,896. After increasing the insulation
thickness, the losses can be reduced to 7 kWh and the corresponding annual capital operational cost to
USD 10,132. Hence, a saving of USD 9764 can be achieved with optimal thickness of insulation. It is
mandatory to calculate for the capital saving while modifying the insulation configuration to assess for
the net profit. The cost comparison table is inserted at Appendix B. It is also concluded that thermal
analysis in vacuum furnaces can be performed with moderate mesh size, since temperature variations
of only 5 ◦C were obtained against 5 times finer mesh. This will help to minimize the computational
time and cost. The phenomenon of critical thickness was observed for insulation thickness. It can be
concluded that beyond critical thickness of insulation, adding more insulation will have an adverse
effect on the heat flow rate. This paper suggests that during service conditions, thermal conductivity of
insulation changes due to physical and structural deterioration. This may cause a decrease in efficiency
of insulation material and, consequently, the process, even if the initial design of the furnace was well
worked out. It can be concluded that the application of numerical methods can contribute a lot towards
better control and safety of the process. The hit and trial method may be replaced with numerical
simulations and modeling techniques to save time and cost in the designing phase. Numerical study
can be effectively employed to study the thermal behavior of furnaces working in vacuum.
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Appendix A

An in-depth analysis of mesh sensitivity was performed for the existing furnace to study the
behavior of elemental size and nodal quantity. The results of the analysis are presented graphically in
Figure A1. From the figure, it is predicted that beyond certain mesh density, fineness of mesh size has
very little effect on the temperature changes during thermal analysis. The temperature values presented
in the graph were calculated outside the insulation face. The graph shows that with increasing mesh
density, the temperature value increases. For a 5 times increase in finer mesh, the change in temperature
is only 5 ◦C. Therefore, thermal analysis can be carried out with an average fine mesh.
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